refined a single, iso-X-ray crystallography, the observed diffraction pattern results from the scattering of X-rays by an ensemble tropic B factor structure against reflection data derived from a molecular dynamics simulation trajectory, conof heterogeneous molecules, ordered and oriented by packing in a crystal lattice. The majority of proteins cluding that many atoms had substantially incorrect mean positions and thermal motion distributions. Foldiffract to resolutions where heterogeneity is difficult to identify and model, and are therefore approximated lowing a similar protocol, Vitkup et al. (2002) showed that inadequate modeling of anisotropy and structural by a single, average conformation with isotropic variance. Here we show that disregarding structural hetheterogeneity is the principal limitation in accounting for all of the simulated reflection data. Consequently, erogeneity introduces degeneracy into the structure determination process, as many single, isotropic modignoring structural heterogeneity leads to (i) an incomplete description of the crystallographic data (Vitkup et els exist that explain the diffraction data equally well. The large differences among these models imply that al., 2002) and (ii) a considerable degree of inaccuracy stemming from the inability to fit a single, average conthe accuracy of crystallographic structures has been widely overestimated. Further, it suggests that analyformation to diffraction data generated by a dynamic, heterogeneous ensemble of molecules (Kuriyan et al., ses that depend on small differences in the relative positions of atoms may be flawed.
0.6-1.0 Å . The rather large discrepancy between the iteratively (i) reassigning all side chains to the rotamer with best fit to an electron density omit map and (ii) theoretical, computational, and experimental estimates suggests that an important effect captured by the experrefining atomic coordinates and B factors against a maximum likelihood residual until convergence. The five reimental techniques is being neglected in the theoretical calculations. We believe that this effect is in part the fined structures with lowest R free factor were selected for further analysis. uncharacterized inaccuracy due to poor modeling of structural heterogeneity.
The final five structures have R and R free factors equivalent to or better than the PDB structures (Table 1) . In this work we address the issue of X-ray crystal structure accuracy in the context of the single, isotropic
Measures of local correctness, such as rms deviation in bond lengths and angles, real-space R factor (Bran-B factor model. We have derived accuracy estimates by comparing the differences among an ensemble of den and Jones, 1990 ), fit to 2F obs -F calc and F obs -F calc electron-density maps, φ/ compatibility with the Ramastructures produced by a novel automated refinement procedure. Significantly, the ensemble of conformations chandran plot (Lovell et al., 2003) , and side chain rotamericity (Lovell et al., 2000) are also similar to those exhibits anisotropic atomic motion and discrete conformational substates consistent with theoretical and exof the PDB structure (Table 1) . B factor distributions are nearly identical among the alternate and PDB structures, perimental expectations.
Mimicking manual model building and refinement uswith correlation coefficients of 0.90-0.99 over the average residue B factors (Figure 1 ). ing experimental reflection sets overcomes many of the limitations of previous approaches. As the same protoExamination of 2F obs -F calc simulated annealing (SA) omit maps indicate that the alternate structures are no col was used to generate each model, the variation observed must result from intrinsic features of the reflecworse fit than the original PDB structure (Figure 2 ). There are cases, however, where a local conformation is incortion data and limitations of the single, isotropic B factor model, and not from differences in experimental condirect, but these constitute a small faction of the observed differences and, importantly, are no more frequent than tions (Ohlendorf, 1994) Figure 2 . We conclude that these new structures are equivalent solutions for the range of measures of structure fit and quality, not only the R or R free factors as in previous theoretical and comcontents of the protein crystal. The application of stringent measures of global and local correctness is essenputational approaches, which alleviates the concern that the alternate conformations are simply artifacts of tial for this conclusion and is a critical improvement over previous approaches (Burling et al., 1996; Kuriyan et al., insufficient quality control (Kuriyan et al., 1987 (Kuriyan et al., , 1991 The C␣-trace and PDB structures are mutually dissimsuggesting an even greater degree of plasticity. Almost all of the side chain variation in the models is attributable ilar, with pairwise 1.2-1.3 Å all-atom root-mean-square deviations (rmsd). The C␣-trace models are also poor to differences at sites of multiple conformations. The sampling and refinement procedure employed here genmodels of the reflection data, with R and R free factors of 0.4-0.5. Their fit to the reflection data was improved by erates ensembles exhibiting heterogeneity similar to 
that identified by manual model building with the addi-(Schaal et al., 2001
). Compared to the original free reflection set, the R free values of our models are 1%-3% lower tional value that our method is fully automated.
HIV protease, a major drug target against the human than those of the original or refined PDB structures (Table 1). In our models for HIV protease, the main chain immunodeficiency virus, was crystallized with a cyclic sulfamide inhibitor and solved at 1.8 Å as a single conforexhibits even less variability than that of amicyanin, due to a higher percentage of buried residues (37% versus mation with isotropic B factors using MD/SA refinement Our results for h-IL1␤ are consistent with a comparative analysis of four independent determinations of h-IL1␤, with regions of greatest disparity recurring among our models (Ohlendorf, 1994) . Thus, it appears that differences in the four h-IL1␤ crystal structures reflect an inability to fit uniquely a single conformation with isotropic B factors to heterogeneous low-resolution data, and do not result from refinement protocol or human intervention. Most residues with Ramachandran outliers and nonrocause (i) the single, isotropic B factor model becomes a progressively worse approximation of the underlying tameric side chains occur at sites of multiple conformations in the models, suggesting that they result from the heterogeneity, and (ii) the limited diffraction data reduces the specificity of the atomic coordinates. inability to fit a single conformation with isotropic Bfactors to heterogeneous data, and are not genuinely An important point to note is the differences in the alternate models arise from correlated changes throughstrained conformations demanded by the experimental data.
out the molecule. This phenomenon is well illustrated by comparing simulated-annealing omit maps ( Figure  2 ), as differences in these maps result solely from differEnsemble Is Superior to Individual Structures The structure factors F calc of the alternate structures are ences in the surrounding protein structure. This behavior is expected given the global relationship between the partially independent, with pairwise R factors between 0.2 and 0.3. This suggests that collectively the ensemble structure factors and phases and the electron-density map through the Fourier transformation. Nevertheless, of models may account for more of the reflection data highly sensitive to the relative positions of atoms, and will therefore be affected by the degeneracy observed Our results highlight the importance of structural validation in assessing the quality of a crystal structure. A here. For example, both the calculated solvent accessibility and secondary structure of h-IL1␤ differ among the wide-range of metrics was used to assess the quality of the PDB and alternate models. Indeed, the inability models, with residues changing from buried to exposed and even a short strand dissolving into its surrounding to differentiate systematically among the original and alternate models underlies our assertion that the latter loop. In comparisons of site-directed mutants and ligand complexes with wild-type uncomplexed proteins, it is are equivalent solutions for the contents of the crystal cell. We do not suggest that our ensemble of models is unsafe to presume that small, observed differences are significant and are caused by the mutation or complexcomplete or correct, but rather, that they represent a range of solutions consistent with current measures of ation. Likewise, it is dangerous to rank comparative models (or even modelers) by slight differences from crystal structure quality. A future direction of this research would be to develop more sophisticated struclow-resolution experimental structures, which has become common practice in the Critical Assessment of ture determination and validation tools that reduce the range of "acceptable" solutions and thereby reduce the Structure Prediction (CASP) exercises (Tramontano et al., 2001). degree of degeneracy observed here.
It should be emphasized, however, that in many cases In summary, our results highlight the need to develop a better representation of protein heterogeneity in X-ray the problem is not selecting the best single conformation, but that several conformations are equally plausible crystallography. Individual anisotropic vibration and discrete conformational substates cannot be ignored withinterpretations of the electron-density map, especially at lower resolution (see, for example, Figure 2 ). This out introducing significant degeneracy and inaccuracy into the structure determination process. It is likely that ambiguity is likely to be an unavoidable consequence of the underlying molecular heterogeneity of proteins in models comprising multiple backbone and side chain structures selected from our ensembles of conformers the crystalline state, which implies that no validation tool or quality metric could reasonably differentiate will lead to more realistic descriptions of protein struc- 
